
This is the universal software that makes it possible to perform the machine balancing using any phase and vibration am-
plitude measuring device. The integrated calculator performs calculation of trial weights. The initial data for the calculation 
(amount of vibration and phase) is measured by your measuring device (e.g. BALTECH VP-Balance) and entered into the 
software manually. The software can be delivered with a lap-top to perform field balancing.

• The maximum number of balancing planes and measure-
ment points is not limited. The current version of the soft-
ware has 4 balancing planes and 16 measurement points, 
but they can be increased up to 128 balancing planes and 
256 measurement points upon your request;
• The balancing planes and measurement points can be 
easily added (with one click) and removed, after which the 
recalculation can be made;
• The software makes it possible to perform additional bal-
ancing based on the results of the installation of balancing 
weights without necessity to mount trial weights. Also the 
software  allows to calculate balancing weights without  in-

stallation of trial weights for machines that were balanced 
before  based on the results of their previous balancing (us-
ing the dynamic influence coefficients);
• Calculation for different balancing conditions (trial weight 
is removed/not removed, angles are counted in the direc-
tion/against the direction of a rotor rotation;
• There are additional tools for automation of  some stan-
dard balancing actions:
- Calculation of trial weights;
- Unbalance vector division;
- Unbalance vector summing up.

Features of the BALTECH Balance balancing software:
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The balancing software BALTECH Balance developed by the BALTECH 
team of specialists is designed to calculate balancing weights (masses).

The software  
for the multiple-plane 
balancing  
with opportunity  
of selecting the number 
of balancing planes  
and measurement points

This is the independent  
balancing calculator,  
which can be used with  
any measuring devices. !
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BALTECH Balance
The software for the multiple-plane balancing with opportunity  

of selecting the number of balancing planes and measurement points

We are looking forward to having a long-term and mutually beneficial cooperation with you!

If you have any technical questions or you want to get any additional information  
please contact our marketing department 

Tel.+49 (0) 451-370-87-700

Figure 2. The BALTECH Balance calculator window after 
entering the initial data 

Before the calculation the software checks if the data entered 
during the dynamic balancing is correct (trial weights should 
not be zero, the vibration data for different points should not 
be inconsistent, etc.). If there are any errors the software pro-
vides an error message. 

Figure 3. The BALTECH Balance calculator window after 
the calucation 

The balancing protocol can be saved in a file or copied to the 
text processor (e.g. Word). The balancing protocol is saved 
in the automatic mode. The balancing data can be saved in a 
file or used in future during the works on vibration elimination 
(e.g. alignment, vibration diagnostics, oil analysis, tempera-
ture control under the operation conditions).    

For more information please refer to www.baltech.biz

Figure  1. The BALTECH Balance calculator window after the software installation on PC


